
Understanding the CompNFlowDelayModel:

Transit Time and Relative Dispersion

The ordinary differential equation for a one compartment model with flow assumed to be
constant is given as:

 Volume⋅dC t /dt=Flow⋅Cint −Flow⋅Cout t  .  

Since the compartment is instantaneously well mixed, this equation can be written as

  dC /dt=F /V ⋅Cin−C  .
(We have dropped "(t)", replaced Cout with C, and divided both sides by V after
shortening Volume to V and Flow to F.
This is an ordinary differential equation (ODE) and requires an initial condition for
solution. Choose 

  C 0=C0 ,
which means at time equals zero, the concentration is C0 (some value). Choose
Cin(t), the inflowing concentration of material to be zero. The solution is 

 C t =C0⋅exp −F⋅t /V  .
Substituting =V /F , we have

 C t =C0⋅exp −t / ,
where   has the units of time, so that the exponential operates on a dimensionless

quantity.

AREA, TRANSIT TIME t , VARIANCE  (SD2), and RELATIVE DISPERSION

(RD)

The area of an outflow curve is calculated as

  Area=∫
0

∞

C t dt .

For C t =C0⋅exp −t / , Area=⋅C0.
The transit time of an outflow curve is calculated as

 t=
∫
0

∞

C t ⋅t dt

Area.
.

For C t =C0⋅exp −t / , t=tau.
The variance of an outflow curve is calculated as

  SD2=
∫
0

∞

C t ⋅t−t 2 dt

Area.
.



For C t =C0⋅exp −t / , SD2=2 .
The relative dispersion of an outflow curve is calculated as

 RD=SD2

t
.

For C t =C0⋅exp −t / , RD=1.

Now, 

 t inputt system=toutput .
The transit time of an input curve plus the transit time of the "system" equals the
transit time of the output curve. If there is no consumption or synthesis in an arrangement
of compartment models, the transit time is also given by

 
t=t system=

∑
i=1

n

V i

Flow
,

where V i are the connected volumes.  Variances also add:

  SDinput
2 SDsystem

2 =SDoutput
2 .

These two equations are true as long as everything that enters the "system" as input exits
the system as output. From the input and output curves (inflow and outflow
concentrations), the transit time and the relative dispersion of the system can be
determined. The transit time and relative dispersion for a compartmental systems are
independent of the shape of the input and output functions as long as everything that
enters the system also exits the system.

CONSEQUENCES:

What is the RD of N-stirred tanks in series, each with volume V/N?

Each tank has transit time

 tSINGLE TANK=
V /N 

Flow
=/N .

The transit time of the entire system is

 tSYSTEM=N⋅tSINGLE TANK= .
Each tank has variance

 SDSINGLE TANK
2 =

tau
N


2

.



The total variance of the system is

 SDSYSTEM
2 =N⋅SDSINGLE TANK

2 =
tau2

N
 .

The relative dispersion of the system is

 RDSYSTEM=
SDSYSTEM

2

tSYSTEM

= 1
N

.

The relative dispersion in arteries of the human leg has been determined to be 0.18 (1)

which would require 31 stirred tanks in series (RD = 0.1796).

What is the RD of N-stirred tanks in series, each with volume V/N with an added

delay?

Each tank has transit time

 tSINGLE TANK=
V /N 

Flow
=/N .

The transit time of the entire system is

 tSYSTEM=N⋅tSINGLE TANKdelay=delay.
Each tank has variance

 SDSINGLE TANK
2 =

tau
N


2

.

The total variance of the system is

 SDSYSTEM
2 =N⋅SDSINGLE TANK

2 =
tau2

N
 .

The relative dispersion of the system is

 RDSYSTEM=
SDSYSTEM

2

tSYSTEM

=
1

N ∗1delay /
.
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FIGURES AND EXPLANATIONS

Figure 1: Outflow from N compartments with delay: Default
parameter set.

The input to N compartment models connected in series with
total volume Vp and flow Fp is a lagged normal density
input. Figure 1 shows the input function (black) and the
outflow function (red). The default model has one
compartment and a delay of 3 seconds. The input curve
delayed by 6 seconds (Vp/Fp+delay) is plotted (blue). 



Running LOOPS increases the number of compartments to 4, 9,
16, 25, and 36. The outflow curve more closely resembles
the input function as the number of compartments is
increased.

Figure 2: RUN LOOPS, DISPLAY TEXT: Default parameter set

Select Text output (button at lower left of plot page. A
listing of the numerically computed relative dispersion of
the system, RDsys is computed as a function of the number
of compartments, Ncomp. The analytic result is also listed
for comparison, RDanalytic. The transit time of the system
is numerically computed and can be compared with the exact
value, 6 seconds.

Experiment with other input functions, e.g., a 4 second
pulse starting at 1 second with unit amplitude and see if
the answers change.


